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I have some comments and questions for the record this evening

First, the council is hearing from tenants who will be directly impacted by the city entering into the Aker
agreement
as it currently stands. The tenant's remaining concerns indicate that there is more that needs to be

discussed and addressed. lf the council could use its committee work to facilitate the internal and
external interests rather than to take a paternal approach
of "we know what's best", it could go alot further in not only getting something of such magnitude right,

but encourage better collaboration between council members and the larger community.
10.
11.
12
13. l've watched the recent laws and rules meeting, and it wasn't ever clear why the council felt it was

important to
14. hold a special meeting on this matter, and especially out ahead of a meeting that is scheduled between

the tenants and the Mayor. Furthermore, it is the legislative and not the executive branch that is
currently debating these terms and for that reason, it

15. is more important and meaningful for the council at this time to do more committee work on the
agreement with the affected parties.

16.
17.
1

1 The city is currently in the midst of its SEQR review for Kingston's Form Based Code, which will define
the AMI

20. for affordable housing at this time for Kingston. As a step in the SEQR process, the city has invited the
public to provide comments during a public hearing that is scheduled for

21. tomorrow evening, where there are outstanding questions re: the city's data in defining affordable as
80% AMI and workforce as 120o/o AMl, respectively. A vote this evening to approve workforce housing
as 120o/o AMI will set a precedent

22. and preempt both the public hearing and the Form Based Code process.
23.
24.
25.
26. On that subject, in your resolution tonight, it states that the council uses AMI within the city's municipal

boundaries
27. when the data that is driving decisions about AMI in the city's form-based code is stated as being

guided by Ulster County's. According to the public comments of the Kingston Community Review
(Draft

28. 2.0, line 105), staff said that the Ulster County Area Median lncome figure is referenced "because HUD
29. does not publish AMI levels specific to Kingston," and that, "the current draft is simplified to reference

the applicable HUD definition." So what data is driving the Aker agreement AMI?
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30.
31.
32.
33.120o/o AMl, according to HUD, is the very high end of moderate income with a range of 81-120o/oAMl. ln

your resolution
34. tonight, it says thatl2}o/o AMI "preserves affordability for more than an estimated 85o/o of the city's

current households". When we say households, do we mean homeowners or renters?
35.
36.
37.
38. ln closing, l'd like for the council to go back to committee and work with the tenants to get this

agreement into
39. a better place for general public comment, and to recognize a siloing of efforts here by recognizing that

at best, the Form Based Code process which is still in play will clarify what affordable and workforce is
to mean in Kingston. Once adopted, should guide

40. all proposals like this one going forward.
41.

Sent from iPhone
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March 22,2022

City of Kingston Common Council

Re - Resolution Authorizing Noble to Execute a Regulatory Agreement with Aker for the Stony
Run Apartments

Attention Members of the Common Council

My name is Neil Millens. I'm a 4th generation Kingston resident whose family has been in
Kingston since the late 1800s. To this Council that should mean nothing. You should treat all
residents the same regardless of how long their families have been here, regardless of the color
of their skins, regardless of their occupations and how much money they make, and most
significantly, regardless of how much of their monies line your pockets via campaign donations
or otherwise.

After having witnessed what's transpired with regards to the proposed regulatory agreement
between Aker and the City of Kingston, I have no choice but to speak up. Reading and viewing
comments made to the public by representatives of Aker, as well as by the Mayor, Corporate
Counsel, and some members of the Common Council,I'm disgusted. The misrepresentations and
outright lies are numerous and blatant.

The facts are that the public is being misled and there is a bait and switch taking place in the
Council Chambers tonight. The Council is voting tonight to give the Mayor authority to enter
into a regulatory agreement with Aker. Period. There are no conditions in the grant of authority
to the Mayor. No requirements as to what must be in the agreement. The WHEREAS clauses
referenced by Council members to insure protections for current tenants arsn't included and have
no force or effect. There is no requirement that the regulatory agreement be lawful and in
compliance with the ETPA. There are no conditions as to what tax breaks Noble may grant Aker.
There are no requirements extending protections to future tenants. In fact, there is no requirement
that the agreement Noble negotiates and signs includes any of the terms that were previously
promised by Aker, the Mayor, or members of the Common Council - either in the press or at the
Laws and Rules meetings. The promises made to the Council, the Tenants and the residents of
Kingston were empty and meaningless. There are no set terms. All of the discussions about
insuring protections for the tenants were for show. If you do not believe me, then ask
Corporation Counsel what specifically is being voted on by the Common Council tonight. It's a
blank check.

Council members who vote for this resolution tonight are completely abdicating their duties and
responsibilities to the citizens of Kingston and betraying their oaths of office. The proper way for
a vote on the regulatory agreement is to send it back to either Laws and Rules or better yet
Finance (given the tax break implications) for a vote on a new resolution. The proper process is
to have a vote on either:



A) a resolution to give the Mayor authority to negotiate an agreement with Aker, with that
proposed agreement subsequently coming before the Common Council for a vote to
either approve/authorize the Mayor to sign it or deny/send him back to renegotiate; or

B) a resolution to give the Mayor authority to enter into an agreement with Aker, with the
condition that the agreement must be in compliance with the ETPA and include specific
terms which are approved by the Common Council and incorporated in the resolution.

The current resolution is severely flawed for other reasons as well.

- Laws and Rules went into Attorney Client session improperly. Alderman Michael Olivieri
asked Corporation Counsel Barbara Graves-Poller if she could affirm whether Brocker's
statements were legally accurate, which prompted Shaut to announce that the session had entered

into attorney-client privilege. The question of the truth or falsity of a statement by a private
business is not a legitimate basis to enter into Attorney Client session. Corporate Counsel isn't
counsel for Aker...well it isn't supposed to be.

Then when the committee resumed, Corporate Counsel said Brocker hadn't lied, an opinion
contradicted by reality. He and other Aker representatives have lied to the Council and public
repeatedly.

- They lied when they stated Tenants Union supported the agreement. They didn't. In
fact, the majority of the tenants hadn't even seen it yet. The Tenants Union
subsequently told the Council they didn't approve and needed to see it and time to
review with an attorney.

- He lied when he claimed Aker isn't receiving a tax break (Daily Freeman March 15).

Yet per the proposed regulatory agreement, Aker won't be taxed on the value of the
Stony Run property. Rather it will be taxed on its proht from the property - a number
far less and of course subject to manipulation. If it walks like a duck, it's a tax break.

- And he lied when he stated the proposed agreement is lawful. It isn't. An agreement
that in anyway strips away protections given by the EPTA is illegal. That's actually
the reasoning in The Stuyvesant Town-Peter Cooper Vill. Tenants' Assn. v. BPP St

Owner LLC. Case which was cited by Brocker as supporting his position as to the

legality of the proposed regulatory agreement. Paraphrasing The Princess Bride, "it
does not mean what he says it means". And he indicates that he's aware he is not
being truthful when he qualifies his representation by stating that he's not an attorney.
Like that excuses the lie (then he shouldn't make the representation). Further, it
definitely doesn't excuse Corporation Counsel from knowing he lied. If she didn't
know, then it's a problem. If she did know, then it's a bigger problem. Either way it
should give you cause to wonder whether she's ht to be advising our City government

and what other factual and legal advice that she's provided has been similarly
incorrect. Perhaps another reason the Common Council should be able to retain its
own attorney on an as needed basis.

- Aker's been playing a word game saying that tenants are protected by the ETPA. It's
true, they are. But to get these protections when the regulatory agreement isn't in
compliance with the ETPA requires them to file a complaint which could take years.



The City owes all of its residents, including tenants, the duty to enter in lawful
agreements that protect their rights. This agreement doesn't.

Given Aker's repeated lies to this Common Council, its track record of dishonesty, and obvious
lack of credibility, one has to wonder why the City is still considering planning to enter into an
agreement with it. The agreement is bad for the tenants and bad for the taxpayers. It appears a
blatant money grab. We don't help small landlords who need to replace a roof with tax breaks.
We let them go into debt, not make a profit for a few years, and they deal with it. So why help
Aker? It can't claim poverty, it has money or can get it; it just wants to use someone else's at a
lower rate of interest in order to maximize its profits. Further, it can't blame the ETPA for its
inability to get funding to make repairs. It had every opportunity to make those repairs during the
years before the EPTA. It didn't.

The hypocrisy and inappropriateness ofthe blind, undeserved, and undeterred support for the
property owner/Aker, in spite of Aker's documented and blatantly obvious lies and
misrepresentations, is a betrayal of reason, integrity and office. It's matched in indignity by the
concurrent mistreatment of the tenants, with blatant negative bias, rather than the facts and law,
driving the decision-making. Animus against For the Many is being used to manipulate
sentiment. It is not a reason to vote irrationally and against the interests of the City and the
Tenants. The fallacies of our local "leaders" are on display for all to see. A sad time for
Kingston.

An illegal agreement with a dishonest property owner, authorized by an invalid resolution, that
doesn't benefit the City in any way. That this is being considered is ridiculous.

I appreciate your consideration.
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I testify this evening in opposition to Resolution 58. Reject this
measure, start the process all over, and this time involve the residents
of Stony Run in the negotiations over the future of their homes.

The condescension and contempt that most of the elected officials of
Kingston have shown for the Stony Run tenants is shocking but not
surprising. This is all too typical of politicians who call themselves
Democrats, who talk of community empowerment and transparency,
but who cry foul the moment constituents organize to hold them
accountable - which is their job, to hold you accountable.

This deal smells to high heaven. Despite all your rhetoric about
affordability and protecting tenants, what you are really doing is bailing
out some speculators who made a bad investment (including a SZg

million windfall for the prior owners) and have subjected the residents
of Stony Run to deplorable physical conditions and illegal behavior. This

includes threatening tenants last August - when rents were legally
frozen after the City opted into the Emergency Tenant Protection Act -
to sign illegal leases and pay illegal rent increases.

TO BE CLEAR: This is not a proposed conversion of a market rate
complex as the mayor states. Stony Run is no longer market rate. lt is a

proposed conversion of a rent-regulated complex.



All the concocted reasons for tonight's "emergency" meeting - Aker's

default, the prospect of foreclosure, even the failure of some banks! -
is just an excuse for ignoring these residents, treating them as

recalcitrant children who couldn't possibly know what is good for them.

But you are abrogating your responsibility, while hypocritically

complaining that the mayor has "put you in this position."

It is unacceptable for any agreement affecting Stony Run to go forward

without the tenants being at the table, and without an understanding

that the tenants will have a meaningful role in supervising what

happens to their homes going forward.

lncorporate the proposed amendments the Stony Run residents have

proposed into this Resolution, or send it back to committee and start

over.


